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1. Introduction 
One of the important prooeaaea In high energy physic» la the 

annihilation of point-like feralona, 

e+e- — (ftr)—fY(r). 
Thia reaction allows the precise determination of the mass Мг and 
the width f2 of the weak neutral gauge boaon aa well as the study of 
other features of the eleotroweak theory' ' at the new oolllders SLC 
and LEP. These new experiaental feasihilltles represent a great 
challenge for theorleta who want to ensure the analysis of data with 
sufficient accuracy and reliability'2'3'. In this respect the poten
tially large (ДО radiative correctione neceaaarlly require apecial 
care, the fruitful competition of different theoretical approaohee 
led to a permanently rising number of complementary results, analy
tic formulae allow a deeper understanding of essential features of 
the prooess and a faat numerical orientation, whereas Monte-Carlo 
<Ж) atudlea are the ideal tool- for the interpretation of data obtai
ned in experiments. In fact, тегу effective Ms-algorithms have been 
developed'3"5^. 

In this article, we preaent a systematic and to aome extent 
complete analytic investigation of the oC QKD radiative correc
tions to reaction (1) within the electroweak standard theory. We ob
tain compact expreaalons for the angular distribution ds/dc (C=Cos& 
with Q the erne scattering angle between G* and / + ); the total 
oroaa section 6V , 

ef.BGf-U'f) (1.2) 
and the integrated forward-backward aaymmetry fi , 

Afa^(o,()'6'(-ito)l/4rj (i.3) 
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where we uae the notation 

In the context of the electroweak theory it ie technically difficult 
to obtain analytic results including hard photon bremaetrahlung, 
much more difficult than In pure QED. To simplify the problem we 
treat the photon totally inclusive (i.e. no photon observation at 
all). The only further assumption we made ia the ultra-relativietic 
approximation: /йД rf^Sj/ff, Мг-1^ . The mass M^ and the width 
Г '°f of the Z-boson are taken into account without any further ap
proximation at arbitrary beam energy £= |Б/&_ • 

The QED-corrections arising from diagrams shown in fig. 1 are 
model-independent in the sense that they depend only on the mass and 
width as well as on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the 
weak neutral boson but are not sensitive to further details of the 
electroweak theory. Of course, they may be combined with the genuine 
weak loop corrections' * ' to form the complete o( BWRC (electro
weak radiative corrections). Further, multiphoton initial state ra
diation' * ' has to be added to really compete with the experimen
tally accessible accuracy. 

Generally, attempts to get analytic results on the angular dist
ribution df^/dc ' 1 1 _ 1 5 / and on the integrated C-odd asymmetry Ape 
/15,16/ a r e B O a r c e though exist for some other distributionsj see, 
e.g./2'*'6'. Concerning the total croas section, there has been 
done much work on initial (and on the more trivial final) state ra-
d i a t i o n / 4 , 5 , 1 0 ' 1 1 , 1 4 / , whereas the remarkably simple analytic expres
sions for their interference to be presented in this part of the pa
per era to our knowledge lacking in the literature. Of course, it is 
not difficult to extend the results presented hare to toe case of a 
longitudinally polarized electron beam to gat the left-right asym
metry J\^, or to the production of longitudinally polarised fermlons 
allowing the study of the asymmetry Apog . 

The angular distribution d6~/dc is a basic quantity for the 
theoretical analysis of reaction (1). With a simple one-dimensional 
integration over the analytic expression to be presented in the se
cond part of tbia article one may simulate a mora raaliatio (but yet 
idealised) experimental situation for 67- and /4ra by excluding the 
beam pipe region or a broader region of low angles for a detector 
(demanding, e.g., that [C\< 0.9). This out alao excludes much of the 
large amount of hard photon bramaetrahlung. If there 1* required a 
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more realistic treatnent of hard photons, the analytic formulae of 
this study Bay be combined with any MC-program for hard bremsBtrah-
lung simulation. But, in contrast to the usual approach one has to 
subtract from the analytic expression the observed hard photon 
events (and not to add the non-observed hard photon events). This 
seems to be an interesting new ansatz for the calculation of obser-
vables, at least in the aspect of an independent check of more com
mon procedures. 

This article is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce 
the definitions and notation. Chapter 3 contains the C-even QBD-oor-
rections to the total cross-section Gj- and Chapter 4 the C-odd 
contributions to the integrated forward-backward asymmetry AFS • Both 
the resultB are numerically compared with an K-calculatlon. In the 
Appendix, we comment on the method used to carry out the analytic in
tegration of hard bremsstrahlung. 

2. Definitions 
The differential cross section corresponding to the diagrams of 

Pig. 1 may be parametrized as follows: 

dc 

(2.1) 



Fig. 1. The QED J} radiatire contributions to the e+e" 
annihilation into a fermion pair conaiderad in 
this article. 

Using the definitions (1.2), (1.3) we derirei 

(2.2) 



he QED radiative corrections are contained in the functions PС, Н 

(2.3) 

These functions depend only on particle masses, the jf -width and 
on the beam energy. Strictly speaking, one should add yet the fer-
mionic vacuum polarization (see, e.g.'4') to get the complete o< 
QED contribution. The reader should have in mind that this has not 
been done here. 

In (2.1)-(2.3) Qr is the charge of the produced fexnlon, & « - 1 . 
The iT and CL are vector and axial-vector couplings to the massive 
neutral vector boson. In the standard electrowealc theory they become 

ari^ $4 = 1-ч^1%\. ( 2 . 5 > 
Following the recommendations of the study group of electrowealc ra
diative corrections at L E T , we use the following definition ot Xi 

f=kx> (f-Sr)-'. . ( 2 # 6 ) 

Here real constant К measures the relative strengths of the photon 
and weak neutral boson couplings, in the standard tfteory: 

where we use the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme: 
Cv= <-$* = /1"? / * i • /= e /-V ' T n e c o » P l e l kinema-
tio variable ЭС relates the corresponding propagatorsI 
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,эе= — — (г.8) 

wlth 
М*-=М^сМлГг. ( 2 . 9 ) 

In eq. (2.6) the quantity is the radiatire correction to the 
muon decay constant <=̂ч . So we oan rewrite (2.6) as follows 

The point-like QKD-croes section v„ is 
A , _ ^ _ ( 2 # 1 1 ) 

0 35 ( 
A longitudinal polarization /\ of the electron beam веу be taken 
into account by the following aodifloation of electron couplings: 

AlternatlTely, the creation of a fanion with a definite helicity 
state ( S, • -1) «ay be described by a corresponding change in the 
fanion couplings. This simple procedure of inclusion of a longitu
dinal polarisation Is no longer true in the presence of genuine weak 
loop corrections because these destroy the factorisation property of 
the couplings ralid here. But етеп for weak corrections one may ob
tain some adequate substitutions which ara only slightly more compli
cated than (2.12) aa has been demonstrated in ''•'. 

3. The integrated С-етеп corrections 
The analytic calculations done with 3CH00ISCHIP / 1 8 /' will not be 

described in this article. Some reamrks on the definitions and the 
strategy used together with aome references of more teohnioal orien-
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tation may be found in the Appendix. Here we only remember that the 
USD-corrections considered are a gauge-invariant sum of vertex (or 
box diagram) corrections and of initial- or final-state radiation 
(or their interference). The infrared finitenees is ensured due to 
the inclusion of both the loop diagrams and the soft photon radia
tion. Since we integrate over the complete photon phase epaoe, the 
result doesn't contain any cut-off parameter. Instead, it is Lo-
rentz-invariant. 

The initial-state corrections are 

0 

with 

bf-i . *-/.-< ) (3.*) 

The pure QBD function hc is known fron/ 1 1'. The other two ini
tial-state corrections depend on one additional, complex parameter 

£~ 5 (3.5) 
with A! as defined in (2.9). The £* is its complex conjugate. 
Further, 

л ^ ~Ч{ ; a " ^ ' ' (3.6) 
4 * U (l- *k ) . (3.7) 

The use of complex variables in final expressions allows a very com
pact notation compared to a more conservative, real-variable app
roach. This is especially evident for the C-odd functions but may 
be also realised oomparing (3.2)-(3.3) with the real expressions for 
g T, ffj" which may be found in^5,/'. 

All initial-state-radiation functions show the well-known QSD 
mass-singularity term •£ due to the emission of a photon from an 
electron line. The other mass singularity in /^'arising there from 
the photon propagator kinematics is regularized by the final fermlon 
mass in £ . In £ T , J-/T this singularity has been naturally repla-
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ced by a logarithmic dependence on the complex Z-boson mass para
meter in Ln • the If has a non-negligible imaginary part for-S>/^ 
because in that case the phase-space integration region necessarily 
includes the Z-boson pole region. This imaginary part is closely con
nected with the usually introduced phase shift д~г of the resonance: 

^ = -Ar^ltr\(k-i)1. (3.9) 
This logarithm /4 , together with the factor(Иг/Гг arising in Ho 
from the ratio producee the well-known radiative tail of the 
QED initial-state radiation. In pure QBD-bremsstrahlung the corres
ponding imaginary part is absent due to the production threshold of 
two light though massive fermlons. This threshold prevents the inc
lusion of the pole of the photon propagator at S=e> into the photon 
phase-space integration. 

The interference between initial- and final-state corrections 
includes the sum of box diagrams (interfering with Born diagrams) 
and the corresponding bremsstrahlung: 

4£e*5*-J+3*/"'-*f**P4e], ( 3 ' 1 1 ) 

C e - 3 ? » + W<**, (3-12) 

with 

If- &>£, <3.14> 

(3.15) 

where Л is a small regularizing photon mass used by some authors. 
The sum of bremestrahlung and box contributions is a remarkably si
mple contribution to the total cross eeotion 6y « 

The complex logarithm has a out along the negative real axis. 
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£=-$• + £• Hi «3.16) 

#<Г---31г. ( 3- 1 7 ) 

Since pure (JED has no axlal-veotor oouplinge, such contributions 
are absent there. Угон numerical calculations it is known that ^ , 

HJ are quite email (see, e.g./5''). Proa (3.16)-(3.17) the parti
al compensation of box and bremeatrahlung terms is evident. At small 
energies the propagator ratio in / yields an additional suppres
sion. Around the Z-boeon pole both the real part of К and that of 
/~ vanish. Beyond the resonance tail effects due to other correc
tions dominate. 

The final-state corrections are trivial and need no further 
comment: 

F/= <f/= ///= f- • (3.18) 
In Table 1, the individual contributions to the total cross sec

tion 67- are shown as functions of tht beam energy for A -93 GeV 
and S£ « 0.23. They have been calculated with the Fortran code 
BRE3D87. Further, we carried out a comparison of our numerical re
sults with those obtained with the НС-program mTJSTRAAl/4'5'1'. For 
that purpose, we used original KUSTRAAL version without photon cut 
and excluded from it the photonic vacuum polarization due to fer-
mions. The Born cross aeetion has also been changed in correspon
dence with (2.9). Furthermore, one has to take into account that 
HUSTRAAL contains only the ao-called reeonanoe part of photon-Z-bo-
son box-diagrams. We analytically integrated the corresponding exp
ression of '*' over the scattering angle. This leads to the repla
cement of our functions G41 and /V. . by the following exp
ressions : 

#A* =- 3£*--f-*-i С > (3.19) 

We note that the coefficient of does not coincide with 
that obtained from eq.(3.13) at &= 4 , nevertheless, we use eq. 
(3.20) which results from a formal integration of distributions of 
ref. '. The resulting, modified 67- is also shown in Table 1 and 
confronted with the numerical output of 1DSTRAAL. 

Within the statistical errors, the equivalence of two calcula-
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labia 1. Individual contributions to 6j- as defined in (2 .2 ) in 
unite of 6"0 (2 .10) aa funotiona of Ц-ЯЕ- №e fi , % and 

I are the corresponding Born rall ies due to photon e x 
change (A), Z-boson exchange (Z) and the ir interference ( I ) . 
The parameters are # a - 9 3 GeV, Гг - 2 . 5 OeV, - £* -0 .23 . 
(see a l so footnote to Table 2 ) . 

s(GeV) 60 82 92.5 93.0 93.5 100 

64nB) 0.02413 
О 

0.01292 0.01015 0.01004 0.00994 0.00869 

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I -0.00354 -0.01714 -0.06305 . 0 0.06467 0.03579 
Z 0.07772 1.84241 179.00599 212.01602 186.59627 8.15261 

*o 0.60431 0.65436 0.67415 0.67504 0.67593 0.68710 

4 0.00174 0;00174 0.00174 0.00174 0.00174 0.00174 
G o 0.00011 0.00188 0.00039 -О.О2916 -O.O5094 -0.00530 

G 2 -0.00001 -0.00003 -0.00011 0 0.00011 0.00006 

G 4 -0.00120 -0.01161 -0.04879 0.00271 0.05554 0.03214 
H o -0.00824 -0.36007 -63.06491 -66.01508 -41.76859 10.45730 
H 2 0.00014 0.00321 0.31185 0.36936 0.32507 0.01420 

H 4 -0.00001 -0.00008 -0.00035 -0.00001 0.00034 0.00021 

От 1.671 3.115 117.817 148.021 146.900 20.376 

4 1.664 3.100 117.792 147.993 146.869 20.357 

"4 1.665 З.Ю2 117.899 148.139 147.006 20.360 "4 ±0.001 £o.003 ±0.096 ±0.121 ±0.120 ±0.017 

750000 
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tions la quite good. But far from the resonance 6J- differs essen
tially fro» C r (aereral sigmas), which la quite obvious, becauae 
the resonance box approximation la valid only near the resonance. 

4. The Integrated C-odd corrections 
The Initial-state QD> corrections to the Integrated forward-

-backward asymmetry (2.3) arei 

+ 
(4.2) 

The following abbreviations are used: 

% = 2, +Л + &i*Z +(4-2M)U, u-3) 

These corrections have no analogue in pure QED. Both <JlTand H^ 
contain the electron aass-eingularity term ^ (3.4) and /^develops 
a radiative tall beyond the resonance In the same way as HT. Addi-

o 
tionally, the Buler dilogaritha with a complex argument and a depen
dence on tnZ. a r i e e bere. Both dependences are closely connected with 
the behaviour of C-odd functions on the Integration boundary C«0 
(2.4). This fact rill become more evident from the corresponding 
spectra In Cos<9 to be presented in the second part of this article'. 
KB a result, the C-odd functions are of considerably more complexi
ty than the corresponding C-even functions. 
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The QBD breaaotrahlung and the interference of photon box diag
rams with the QBD Born-graph yield the following pure ОВГ. contribu
tion» to Ap£ i 

FJr= ? + $[l-«bl-lkO)], (4.7) 

The function fr in (2.3) may he composed aa follows' 5'« 

The pure QBD brenestrahlung fj^ la • rasl function for the aaae rea
sons as Poz • D u e *° t b e vanishing two-phcton production threshold, 
the photon box diagrams hare an energy-independent Imaginary part. 
This imaginary part interferes with the complex (due to the Af4"-
denendenoe of (2.7)) Z-boeon Born-graph and contributes to the pho-
ton-Z-boson Interference function £?7". 

The inltial-final-etate interference functions due to Z-boeon 
exchange are: 

tfcp-i Ш) - f (м -г?) Lb Gh 

+ {[4-5k+№+Z(-S+3>R-6f?)kl]Ll+ (4.i3) 
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The «ay шве try Aa> contains the sua of (4.12)-(4.13): 

n i ~ "4tr + »4ie* • 
The init ial-f inal-etate and photon-2-boson-exchange interference 
functions <туТ ere the average of the corresponding functions 47~ 
and HJ i 

At first sight this identity, which we derived by direct calcula
tion, looks mysterious, but a «ore deep analysis shows that rela
tions of that kind hold already on the level of traces and are valid 
for any initial-final interference. A similar relation holds even 
for (̂  and Ho though this is not во obvious due to the absence of 
a pure QED-function /^ . Evidently, the initial-state photon-Z-boaon 
interference cannot be a simple sum of photon and Z-boson exchange 
terms because of their very different masa aignularitiea and radia
tive tail properties. 

The final-state contribution to the integrated asymmetry vani
shes identically after summing up the vertex correction and bremsst-
rahlung: _ 

V = / / r ' = a (4.16) 
This behaviour is present already for the angular distribution (2.1) 
and may be understood as a consequence of the following fact. In the 
limit of small fermion masses, it is not possible to define a non-
vanishing axial-vector-type self-energy of the photon or Z-boson due 
to fermione because there is only one independent momentum for the 
composition of tensor structures. The imaginary part of the self-
-energy is proportional to the final-state radiation correction. This 
connection allows a simple derivation of (4.16) and also explains 
(3.18). 

The resonance contributions of the box diagrams as Introduced 
in Sect. 3 are (see the comment after eq.(3.20)): 
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The numerical contributions to Afgtrom the integrated C-odd 
functions are shown in Table 2. In the energy interval considered, 

Table 2. Individual contributions to npg, as defined in (2.3). 
Specifications are those of Table 1. 

i (OsV) 6 0 82 92.5 9 3 . 0 93 .5 100 

%(nt>) 0.02413 0.01292 0.01015 0.01004 0.00994 0.00869 

A 0 
I -24.84033 
Z 0.08817 

0 
-64.48485 

1.12134 

0 
- 6 . 2 7 H 7 

2.88018 

0 

2.71523 

0 
5.15924 
2.40791 

0 
20.58333 

0.75847 

P, 0.63553 0.340Г6 0.00901 0.00717 0.00723 0.05212 
G 1 -0.00100 -0.00323 -0.00066 -0.00035 -0.00008 0.00084 
G 3 1.07973 7.41178 0.05346 -2.29662 -4.05141 -2.94114 
H., -0.00676 0.02753 0.03843 0.02742 0.01686 0.00774 
H, -0.00959 -0.22009 -1.01485 -0.84558 -0.53917 0.96717 

A p B -23.054 -55.807 -4.306 -0.393 3.001 19.429 
A' -23.050 -55.489 -4.Ю5 -0.287 3.023 19.281 

A p B -22.973 -55.399 -3.822 -0.156 2.774 19.408 
'&A'f£ *о.юо ±0.100 io.ioo io.ioo £0.100 £0.100 
-750000 

To the HC-resulte in Tables 1,2 we have assigned the s t a t i s t i c a l 
errors as fol lows 4 < Г / А Г ' = (*/t/w - < / v t ) ' A . ЛЛГа = flfa,- 1 &UC)% 
where fJtxj and //<_ are the numbers of useful generated and crude 
events in the MC program, respect ive ly (for a l l \f^ i/c ir&/Ct). Expres
s ion for Л Ар& was obtained for /dfgj^c/. The errors for 6~y are 
somewhat greater than those assigned by the authors of MUSTRAAL. The 
discussion of the s t a t i s t i c a l and systematic errors in the MUSTRAAL 
and deta i led comparison of analyt ic and HC ca lculat ions as wel l as a 
recipe how to update the КС-program to reproduce analyt ic r e s u l t s 
w i l l be present;d in a subsequent publ icat ion. 
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tha Born lntarfaranoa term ia largeat with tba exception of the 2-bo-
aon pole where it Taniabaa due to tba aaro ot / (aaa (2.9))• Gene
rally, tha lnfluanoa of tha different oorrectiona depanda on two com-
ponenta, on the ralatlre weight, they gat from the kineaatloal factor 
of order either / or f or /f/\ and on their own magnitude for a 
giren energy. With tha exception of <$7~ any of tha functions haa a 
region of eeneible influence.Here again «a confronted the analytic 
reaulta with thoaa obtained numerically with WSTRAAL. 

We remark thnt in tba neighbourhood of tha reeonance the agree
ment of two calculation* ia not ao good aa for 6f- . Iota alao that 
the nonleading imaginary parte (e.g. thoaa due to powera of R) era 
noticeable here, henoe they пате to be taken into account oarefully. 
•ear the pole, the Interplay of eereral contrlbutiona redueea the "Дм, 
which ooaplloates the pheneaenologleal analyala of this ooaerrable' '. 

i Here wa do not atudy datalla of thia behariour baoauae in tha aaeond 
part of thia article the wore realietle differential oroaa aectlon 
dfr/dc C2.1) may be analyaed. 
AoJsow^edgjgBBta. We would like to thank A.A.Akhundor and G.Y.Xioel-
macher for fruitful diacuaeiona and W.Lohmann, K.LokaJieek, J.Ridky, 
H.-B.Byaeek and M.Sachwltz for support in the numerical comparlaon 
with the reaulte of program aUSTRAAL. 

Appendix 
Thia Appendix contains aoae reamrka on tha technique uaed to 

atudy tha process 

The problem to be eolred here la the integration of hard bremestrah-
lung. The Lorentz-inTariant integration phase space la parametrized 
as follows s +.<( •* tl -b 

(A. 2) 

The фц and Й are angles of the photon in the rest system of fermion 
(~ plus photon: -» _ 
* Pi+Г'О. (A.3) 
The twofold Integration oyer these angles is carried out first. Then, 
integration ожег the normalized energy X of the fermion / f i n the 
centre-of-mass system, 

is 



yields the angular distribution de~/il<UJi£> (2«1 )• *°* the calculation 
of the total croaa section Sj and the integrated forward-backward 
asymmetry Aft, after integrating отег the photon angles Q^ , (fL , we 
integrate over the scattering angleOCOS^ and than over the fermion 
energy. So, in fact we did not analytically integrate отег the dif
ferential in ССцЯ croaa aeotion aa is suggested by (1.2)-(1.4). These 
definitions, however, have been used for a numerical integration in 
order to check the analytic results. Further, at the Z-boson pole, 
S=Hr~, and in the small and large .S limita we proved analytically 
that (1.2)-(1.*) are fulfilled. At small (large) S , an additional 
control is given by the necessary cancellation of powers (inverse 
powers) of i£=/t/s • The analytic calculations have been done with 
ЗСН0ОЛЗСН1Р'1 ' and consist of several thousand statements, approxi
mately half of them being control calculations. The strategy to be 
followed is quite different from that of the НС-approach where one is 
interested in very compact expressions. Here, at each of the subse
quent integration steps one reduces by algebraic manipulations the 
squared matrix element to a minimal, but sufficiently simple set of 
Integrable functions. This set is called the canonical form and can 
be integrated by means of prepared sets of bremsstrahlung standard 
Integrals / 2 0> 2 1/. a e e ai e</ 2 2t 23/. Before the first integration, the 
squared matrix element is a complicated aum of ratios of polynomials 
in the integration variables CAS^i, &>i{j£ • The next step deals al
ready with rational functions and logarithms, and it is here where 
the Euler dilogarithms (4.6) arise. The whole procedure has a common 
feature with the chess: the rules are not too complicated but never
theless the game is quite sophisticated. 

The bremsetrahlung Integral (A.2) has been divided into soft and 
hard photon contributions. Here we follow the method developed for 
deep inelastic ep-scatterlng in '''', see also' ''. Both the refe
rences are concerned with pure QED. But since soft bremsstrahlung 
factorizes from the Born cross section (as do the QED vertex inser
tions), the inclusion of Z-boson exchange gives no further complica
tion. The same is not true, of course, for the hard bremsstrahlung 
integrals' '. Without going into details, we only remark that due 
to the relation 

f I f_L i_ 
the Z-boson part of the calculation is not considerably more compli
cated than the photon-Z-boson interference which is linear in the 
Z-boson propagator.Further, (A.5) shows the mathematical origin of 
tall effeots in initial radiation corrections. The vS /is the invariant 
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energy squared of the Z-boeon which haa to be integrated отег in the 
case of initial-state radiation (for final-state radiation, 5^5 )• 
Once again it is obvious here that one has to carry out tbe complete 
calculation in the complex plane. The box diagram contributions to 
the angular distribution are well-known'2*'. The integration over 
the scattering angle'21' yields the compact expressions (3.12)-(3.13), 
(4.13), (4.15) which seem to be obtained here for the first time. 

We would like to conclude the Appendix with a comment on possib
le further applications of the technique developed. The analytic in-
veatigation of the QKD corrections In a theory with several heavy ne
utral bosons'' is only slightly more complicated. This is due to the 
fact that the algebra is essentially linear in the Z-boeon propaga
tors as is Indicated in (A.5). The treatment of a narrow resonance, 
IL'4 4 ns~ > •••»» also possible with slight modifications. However, 
an analytio description of the process { * Р ' - » г * ^ is much more 
difficult due to the additional •£ -channel diagrams and their inter
ference with the ,S -channel diagrams which are studied here. 
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